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ABSTRACT

We present a calculation of the simplest exchange correction to the

lov-energy electron cross section for plasmon creation in a free-electron-

like metal with the density of Al. The resulting cancellation effect Is

founa to be much too small to account for the anomalous delayed onset of

plasmon losses, found in core level photo emission for Al.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

During the photoemission process the solid

absorbs a photon and emits an electron from a core level. The

outgoing electron may suffer energy loss processes including

plasmon production before escaping out of the material. For

example, the characteristic core level electron energy loss

spectrum of a simple metal shows a zero-loss peak centered at

energy E and satellite peaks centered at E -'hw , E - 2ilw etc.
0 (12) o p' o p

where "hw ia the plasmon energy ' . The peaks represent the
P

electrons that have excited zero, one, two etc. plasmons prior

to escaping from the solid. A typical core level electron energy

loss spectrum is shown in Fig.l. Both bulk and surface plasmon

losses are detectable in it. Here we shall focus exclusively on

the bulk peak.

Two essential mechanisms are the origin of

the bulk plasmon Loss processes. The first mechanism is associated

with the initial excitation and is known as the intrinsic plasmon

creation . The sudden creation of the positive core-hole when

the photoelectron is excited can give rise to a number of

intrinsic excitations. The second effect, which is known as
U)

extrinsic effect , is connected with the energy loss of the

fast electrons due to the inelastic scattering events which take

place on the way to the surface and during the escape through

the surface. The plasmons excited during these inelastic

scattering events are known as extrinsic plasmons. There is also

an interference effect between the above two mechanisms ' '
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Fig.1: 2p core-level spectrum with the contribution

of 2p electrons having excited volume (Tlw )
v

and/or rurface (ttw ) pi a am ons, (from ref.(l)).

For the analysis of electron energy loss

spectrum involving the above mechanisms one can break the

photoemission process into three steps (three-step model) ;

- the absorption of the impinging photon with

photoexcitation of an electron

- the transport of this electron above the fermi

level and to the surface, and

- the escape of this electron through the surface.

Then the first step is responsible for the primary spectrum

which consists of the zero-loss line and intrinsic piasmana.

The second and third steps produce the spectrum consisting

of extrinsic plasmons and unstructured background ' .

It has been observed that the contributions

of both intrinsic and extrinsic plasmon excitations to a loss

structure of a photoelectron. spectrum overlap one another so

that they are not readily separable experimentally . The

question whether the plasmon satellites seen in the core level

spectra are intrinsic or extrinsic in nature has aroused much

controversy and has yet to be decided by direct experiments .'

Lundquist suggested that over 50% of the loss spectrum is

due to the intrinsic processes while a more recent semipheno-

-menological analysis by Pardee et al. indicated 10$ or
• / (S)

less for Al, Mgj and Na. However Sunjic et al. argued that

photoemission is a many—body process and thus the breakdown

into intrinsic and extrinsic effects is artificial. In ref.(ll)

and (12) it is suggested that the extrinsic effect should

always be of major importance for free-electron like materials
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since the probability for electron-plasmon scattering in

these materials is relatively high for almost any electron

kinetic energy. Chang et al. estimated that the intrinsic

piasmon production associated with the core hole is quite

small including the interferences between the core hole and

outgoing electron. The analysis ' of the intensity

profiles of the plasmon loss structure in XPS spectrum

from Al and Mg indicates that the extrinsic effects contribute

the major part. The quantitative analysis of the spectrum

of Be by Hochst et al. , howeverj pointed out the

existence of a large intrinsic contribution to the plasmon

spectrum.

Within the last few years fci*e many

photoemission experiments investigating on the variation

in the normalized intensity of the first bulk loss structure

of some materials as a function of the initial photoelectron

energy have been reported. Among them we wish to call

attention to the reported measurements on core photoemission

for Al j where the probability ratio of integrated

emission with and without bulk plasmon loss is measured as

a function of the photoelectron kinetic energy. A few Al

2p spectra taken with different exciting photon energies are

shown in Fig.2. The normalized bulk plasmon loss intensity

extracted from the peak area ratio of the first plasmon

peak is shown in Fig.3.

The trends of the bulk plasmon loss

intensity with electron kinetic energy is that the loss

intensity decreases with decreasing electron energy until

it vanishes when the electron energy is no longer sufficient

Bulk Plasmon
Al 2p

hw=130 eV
57eV)

hw =I7OeV

(Ek=97eV)

hw =2lOeV

(Ek=t37eV)

I I I I
-97 -93 -89 -85 -8l -77 -73 -69

INITIAL STATE ENERGY

Fig.2: Al 2p spectrum taken with three different

exciting photon energies.(from ref.(l4)).
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Fig.3: Experimental and theoretical curves for the

normalized first bulk plasmon loss intensity-

accompanying the 2p Al core level spectrum

as a function of electron kinetic energy.

( experimental curve is after Johansson and

Lindau (ref.(lO)) and the theoretical curve is

extracted from Kleinmaru* calculations (ref.(l6)).

to create even a single plasmon. In Fig.3 it can be seen

that the normalized bulk plasmon loss intensity increases

rapidly with electron kinetic energy starting from the

threshold value and up to 100 eV for M. It levels off

thereafter and shows a much slower increases. In ref.(lO),

assuming that all plasmon losses could be taken as extrinsic

processes, ^he interpretation of this experimental behaviour

has been made with an extrinsic model, by Mahan , of

random spatial emission for bulk extrinsic plasmons. This

model predicts that, for a thick sample and for relatively

high electron kinetic energies, the bulk extrinsic plasmon

intensity should go as ( 1+1/L ) where 1 is the mean

path due to the extrinsic plasmon creation and L is the

total mean free path of an electron including all excitations.

The comparison of the experimental data was made with the

theoretical calculations based on the mean free path values
(12)

extracted from the calculations of Tung and Ritchie and

Kleinman . Tung and Ritchie calculated the plasmon

contributions to the inverse mean free path of a fast

electron whereas Kleinraan calculated the plasmon contribution

to the imaginary part of the self-energy of a fast electron

from which mean free path values can be extracted. In Fig.3

the calculated values of the bulk plasmon loss intensity

for Al are plotted as the function of electron energy.

In a comparison between the

experimental and calculated results in Fig.3 one can

observe two major differences. The absolute values do not

»gree. Secondly, and of considerable interest, is that the
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experimental loss intensity curve falls faster then the

calculated curve for decreasing electron energy at the

low energy values and becomes negligible at about 20 eV

above the calculated threshold for Ali- i.e, the onset

energy of bulk plasmon loss intensity extracted from the

experimental results falls at about 20 eV higher energy

than the theory predicts. No well-defined explanation

has so far been offered for these discrepancies between

the experimental and theoretical behaviour of the bulk

plasmon loss intensity at the low electron kinetic energies.

In fact the first discrepancy is not very much surprising

since the absolute values obtained for the normalized

intensity depends on the details of the analyzing geometry

and plasmon damping effects. For the possible explanation

£t)r the second discrepancy, there are in our view at least

two possibilities. One is that the core hole in fact does

play a role in this case— i.e, intrinsic loss effects are

important, and they interfere with the extrinsic effects

so that the above calculated and experimental plasmon loss

intensities are not the same. Another is that the theory for

the plasmon excitations during the inelastic scattering

events is not adequate when the electron is slow enough.

In particular, exchange processes between the given electron

and all others in the metal should take place.

In the present work, in view of the

existing uncertainties, we have singled out one of the effects

above, namely the exchange effect, and have calculated how

it should affect the extrinsic bulk plasmon loss intensity.

In fact we have calculated the rate of production of the

bulk plasmons by the photoelectron undergoing the inelastic

-9-

scattering processes including the effect of exchange of the

slow electron with electrons in the fenni s-ea of the metal.

There will be certain amount of cancellation in the matrix

element, due to the effect of exchange, which determines

the plasoon production rate. While it is clear that the

exchange correction should indeed consist of a reduction

of the plasmon production rate and consequent reduction

of the plasmon loss intensity, we find here that this

reduction is only noticeable very close to the threshold

in a way that does not at all settle the discrepancy with

the experimental results.

In the next section we give the

response function formalism for the bulk plasmon production

rate including the exchange effect in the Born-approximation.

We also include an escape factor to account for the

probability of the electron escaping through the surface after

creating a bulk plasmon so that we can compare our results

consistently with the experimental data. Also we will mainly

emphasise in trends of the loss intensity with electron

kinetic energy and not in the absolute values.

-10-
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2. PRODUCTION RATE OF BULK. PLASMONS.

2.1. DIRECT SCATTERING PROCESS (WITHOUT EXCHANGE)

In the usual treatment of electron

energy loss in solids, the impinging electron is supposed

to be fast, and thus essentially distinguishable from all

other electrons . The inelastic scattering of the initial

electron by the electron gas inside a metal can then be

treated in the Born-approximation. We first review the

calculation of the direct inelastic scattering process

without exchange accompanied by the electron—hole pair

excitations in the random phase approximation ( RPA ).

This process is illustrated diagramatically in Fig,4.

The electron with momentum p is

scattered inelastically to the state p-k via Coulomb

interaction V(k) accompanied by the creation of a density

excitation from which we will later extract the collective

part corresponding to a plasmon of momentum k , In second

quantization language the scattering event is given by the

matrix element of the operator

-i- V(k) a+ , P , a

a n d

p«k

where V(k)=4TTe2/k2

annihilation operators for the electrons and

density fluctuation operator given by

are the creation and

f> . is the

ift-k
RPA

V p"

-11-

( b )

Fig.4: (a) Typical diagram of the direct inelastic

scattering process of electron from the stste

p to p-k accompanied by the density excitations

in the electron gas.

(b) Diagramatic expansion of the density

excitation accompanied by the direct inelastic

scattering process of electron in the electron

gas in the RPA.

•m m--m-m m m a m * , ft.Jt



For later reference we write M out explicitly

(3)

In Born-approximation the rate of

scattering of electron from the state ( P ^ to jp-k1^

with the excitation of the electron gas to state I m >
(18)from the ground state 10> is ( with "h=l ), '

v 2 ( k )

" V (4)

-13-

w i t h |<E-kJVk
fermi energy.

' w h e r e EF i s t h e

Now we compare with the dynamical

structure factor of the electron gas,

S(kjW)= ^- \dt

2TT

n.
f _k\o>

Making use of eqn.(5) in (4) we get

v f k l
Rate - I-isi S(k,E(p)-E(p-k))

n. - - - -
- E )

F
(6)

S(k3w) i s related to the density response function

X(k,w) - T ^ I dt
(7)

which is defined as a retarded function.

-Ih-



Taking the imaginary part,

3jnX(k,w) 3

e(t>, P_k(o>]>

which. i$ equivalent to the expression

1/2 [s(k,w) - S(k3-wfj

= 1/2 S(k,w)

which is obtained by applying the fluctuation-uissipation

theorem. At che ground state (T=o), we find that

X(k,w) = 1/2 S(k,w) (8)

Then substituting eqn,(8) into (6) one obtains

Rate =
p-»p-k

X(k,w) e( Ep ) (9)
2m

with w= E(p)-E(p-k).

For "X-(k,w) we take the RPA which

is shown diagramatically in Fig.4(b). The first terra of

(19)
^^(kjw) is given by the Lindhard function ,

-15-

w-E(p<l-k)-E(p)
(10)

and the second term is given by ~)C (k.w)v(k) ̂ C(k,w)
o - o —

and so on. Thus we get in the forai

)W) v(k)X.(k,w)

">C(k,w)v(kJw) X(k,w)v(k,w)X(k,w)

which can be summed up as

1 - V(k)X (k,w)

Now substituting eqn.(ll) in (9) one obtains

(ID

Rate
p-*p-k

— V
2(k) Im

Xo(k3w) "1

1 - V(k)-Xo(k,w) J

(p-kY

2m
(12)

with w = E(p)-E(p-k).



For k/k where k is the wave vector
— N —C —C

at which the plasmons are damped into single—particle

excitation, A.(k,w) has a piasmon pole at w = w(k).

Since experimentally ( ref.(10) and {14) ) the plasmon

peaks are distinct from the background we seperate the

plasmon term from eqn.(l2), which appears as a pole at

w = w{k) , where 1 - V(k)X (k,w) = 0.
o ••*

To hind the imaginary part of the function

V(k)/(l-V(k)X (k,w)), we make use of the fact that plasmon

pole w = w(k) is at l-V(k)*X. (k.w) = 0. Thus for any
o —

complex frequency z , where z—w(k) is very small, we

can expand V(k)X- (k,w). by the power series in z-w(k)

and keeping the first dominant term only, we obtain

- v(k)"X(k,w) = -( z-w(k) ) V(k)
o —

w(k)

Since '5C(k,w) is a retarded function

according to our definition we can express z —>• «•+ i€

with £ as a small number so that

V(k)

li-vCkjX^w)^
- Iml

V(k)

(w +ifc -w(k) ) V(k)-fw

= IT

-17-

(w-w(k) )

w w(k) (13)

Making use of eqn.(13) in (12) one obtains

R a t e

2
e ( | _ - ( E F + w ( k ) ) (14)

w(k)

with w = E(p)-E(p-k),

Total rate of production of plasmons

is given as the sum of all possible piasmon k values up

to kc ,

R(p)
plasmons

^ \-c

, $(w-w(k)
V
2
( k) r._ „ X

w(k)

(15)

with w = E(p)-E(p-k). S-function assures that the electron

undergoing the scattering event must have sufficient energy

be above fermi energy after creating the plasmons of energy

w(k). This final expression represents the total production

rate of extrinsic bulk plasmons above the fermi level inside

the solid without exchange effect- The lifetime of the

electron and the mean free path can then be extracted from

R(P).

-18-
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2.2. SCATTERING WITH EXCHANGE

To include exchange we consider the

scattering process shown diagraroatically in Fig.5 in which

the photoelectron is exchanged with an electron in the

feraii sea. The exchange terra corresponding to eqn.(3) is

( 1 6 )

Including this exchange term we can

represent the whole inelastic scattering process by the

relevant matrix element

M + M' = J- a+ \Y (v(k)-S,V(pVki\, ,a Ja

(17)

RPA

ljy making use of eqn.(17) we can write the expression for

the scattering rate as

Rate = 2TTV5(E(p)-E(p-k)-Emo)|<'p-k]ni|M+M' J P p+k p+fe

(k) >^"

p+k

^ V J(E(p)-E(p-k)-E
n 2 ^ - - - m - S vCp'-

-.1.9-

Fig.5: (a) Typical diagram of the inelastic

scattering process of electron in which the

scattered electron is exchanged with an

electron in the electron gas.

(b) Diagramatic expansion of the density

excitation with electron exchange correction

in the RPA. -20^

L ll!



(18)

(p-k)'

As before we define the dynamic structure

factor S , , . ,(k,w) as

(19)

Substituting eqn.(19) in (l8) we obtain

Rate = 7^-21 V(k)- S ,V(PVk) } V(k)-

(p-k/
(20)

Corresponding to eqn,(7) we define the microscopic

response function,

-21-

(21)

whose imaginary part is given by

d t

(22)

for the ground state.

Again by making use of eqn.(22) in

(20) one finally obtains

Rate
p-^p-k

v(k)- S v(P'-p+k)H v(k)-S.v(p-p+k)?

I J L J

* X (k,w) 9( -=-=-• - E ) (23)
_/ / ft ~*. Om T

with w = E(p)-E(p-k).

-22-



2.2.1. THE EXPRESSION FOR V./ , »ik,w) IN RPA

We already know that without

interaction

including the interactions V(k) onlyj namely,

P+k,<r*

(k,w)

where

(k,w) = ~ \dt eiWt e
iwt -i(E(p+k)-E(p))t X

e - - —

n — n

E
w_E(p4-k)+E(p)

(25)

* > < X * •••

in which the f i rs t teiro is
O

the second term is ~X- (k,w)v(k)"X- (k,w) , the third

term is "X- (k,w)v(k)'V (k,w)V(k)"X^ (k,w) , and so on.

Thus we obtain a series

so that, from eqn.(lO), one obtains

"X (k,w) = (26)
(kJw)V(k)"V (k,w)v(k)X (k,.— ' o — o«-.

Diagramatically the microscopic

response function in RPA can be expressed by the series

-23- -2\.



V(k)

l-V(k)>L(k,w)

(27)

In the piasmon dispersion region

w-ww(k) before the plasmons are damped into the

particle-hole continuum (ie, k ^ k ) ~yr (k,w)

p'ff'

and have no poles and therefore the

imaginary part of the response function will cone only

from the denominator term in eqn.(2 7) . Thus we are

left with

xoj(k,.>4-
P> \l-

V(k)

V(k)X(k,w)J

Making use of eqn.(2 8), we express eqn,(2 3) as

Rate
p-»p-k

(k,w)

(28)

^

(k,w)
V(k)

l-V(k) X (k,w)J
,*)

(29)

with w = E(p)-E(p-k) as before. Now we substitute the

expressions for (k,w) and
- O „ <

P.*

(k,w) from

eqn.(25) into above eqn.(29) and obtain

v(k)
Rate Jmi

-E(pVk)+E(il)
(-^ -(EF+w(k)))

Imj—

L1-
V(k)

V(k)X(k,w)J
T T X (2V(k)-V(p-p+k) ) X

(30)

Eqn.(30) may be rearranged by making

following transformation of the n^, term,

w -E(p^ k) + E(p)

V(p'- p + k)

with V(p) = V(-p) , n = n_ and E(p) - E(-g) then

-25- -26-



and w - E(p)-E(P-k) = w(k).

Rate
p-*p-k

V(k)

Im
l-V(k)X(k,w)

o —

J_\ n

•° > P

2V(k)-V(p'-p+k)

E(pVk)+E(p')

X QfrE- - E - w(k) )

2

x

(3D

The total production rate of the bulk

plasmons can then be obtained by summing up ail the

plasmon k values up to the critical value k , namely,

Rate R(P) " K
I2 , P 2

I 2jn F

(33)

with w = E(p)-E(p-k) as before.

We now restrict to consider the plasmon losses.

Making use of the expression (13) in eqn.(3l) we end up with the

final expression for the plasmon production rate with exchange as

The lifetime and the mean free path

of the electron can be extracted from R(p) since the

lifetime is the inverse of the rate of production and

the mean free path is given by the relation A = vX .

Rate
»p-k
k plasmons

where we have used the notation

w(k)

(32)

2V(k)-V(p-p+k) 2V(k)-v(pVp)

w+E(pVk)-E(p')

-27- -28-



2.3 THE ESCAPE FACTOR

The experimental measurements are

usually concerned with those electrons which have been

suffered piasm on loss processes and subsequently escape

through the surface of the material. Therefore , to compare

with the photoemission experiment consistantly, we need the

rate for the photoelectron.(p) to produce plasmons (k) inside

the material and then to escape through the surfnee with the

final momentum p =(p-k).

The threshold energy of the final

electron to escape through the surface is given by the
2

relation p- /2m = E + & , where E is the fermi energy.

and $> is the workfunction of the material under

consideration. If we choose z as the normal direction to

the surface the condition for the escape is p V p.

where p is the component of the momentum of the final
rz

electron in the direction of z. As a simplification we

assume that the initial photoelectron momentum p is

distributed isotropically. Then, as shown in Fig.(6),

an electron of momentum P«N PfT can escape if its

direction lies in the shaded solid angle of the sphere.

We define the escape factor F(p )

as the fractional solid angle available for the escape,

namely,

Fig.6: The geometry of the distribution of momentum

p of the final electron. Those electrons in

andthe shaded solid angle have p \ p

can escape through the surface of the material.

-29- -30-



2,4. THE TOTAL BULK PLASMON PRODUCTION RATE WITH

EXCHANGE.

Including the escape factor, the

final expression for the total bulk extrinsic plasmon

production rate by a photoelectron with the exchange

correction is given by,

R(p) = -7T- A(p,k,wJ
• f T

- j2ra(E (35)

We omit the term 9(p - J2ns(E +w(k)) ) from eqn.{33)

simply because this condition is automatically satisfied

by 9(p -

The geometry of the momentum vectors

p,p (=p-k) and k is shown in Fig.(7). It should be

mentioned that at k-*.k , the threshold energy is greater

than E +w(k).

The details of the calculation of

eqn.(35) are given in the appendices. The final expression

for the plasmon production rate is then given in the form

Fig.7: The geometry of p, p.(=»p-k) and k in the

scattering act in the electron gas above the

ferrai level, p is the fenni momentum and p

is the threshold momentum of the final electron.

-31- -32-



R(p) = 2TT E \ Tc dk
F ? \ B(k,w(k))

P f"P f T

w(k)+y
="2W

) ©CP -Ji+w(k)+? ) (36)

with the notation p = p/p , V. = k/p , v?(k) = w(k)/E

and v = r/E_ . M is the directional cosine between

\_ -2
p and k . The 8( p - ,xi ) arises from the delta

function in eqn.(35)•

This is the quantity which we will

use for the theoretical calculations to compare with the

normalized bulk plasmon loss intensity in Figs.(2) and. (3),

although they may not strictly be the same quantities

because energy-dependent multiple loss processes are not

included in eqn,(36) ( nor in the theoretical curve in

Fig.(3)).

In eqn.(36) k integration has to be

performed numerically. The integration range for k at a

given value of electron momentum p is fixed by the conditions
— *" 2

8(p - -T?"—^ and 6(p - J l+v(k)+f ). These conditions for

Al are plotted in Fig. (8) using the plasmon dispersion w(k)

calculated in the RPA*16^ as given in Table 1. ;.For each

value of p , one finds the corresponding value of k m i n

from the curve in Fig.(8) and then the numerical integration

TABLES

TABLE.1. Normalized plasma frequency w(k) for

several values of k in the RPA and

(16)
with exchange corrections.

( k = k/p,, and w(k) = w(k)/E with

E p - 11.7 eV, P F = 0.9273 unit )

k

0

o.xoo
0.200

0.300

0.400

0.500

0.600

0.700

0.708

0.738

w(k)(RFA)

1.3530

1.3620

1.3890

1.4356

1.5044

1.6007

1.7339

1.92 32

1.9419

2.0208

w(k)(exchange)

1.3529

1.3620

1.3862

1.4283

1.4917

1.5829

1.7145

1.9162

1.9385

-33-
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w(k)+k2

JL L J_ JL
ikc=o.74

0.' 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.3

"k *•

Fig.8: The nature of the two G-conditions,

2k
and 9(p -J l+w

eqn. (36). The curves show the variation of

as a function of
2k"

and 7

k for Al. The minimum threshold value of p for

which both 9-conditions begin to satisfy is

given by the intersection of these two curves.

-35-

for R(p) can be performed in the integration range from

"k to k . The minimum (threshold) value of electron
m m c

momentum p,and thus the threshold energy of electron,

is fixed by the intersection of the two 9-curves in

Fig.(8) for which both 9—conditions begin to satisfy

simultaneously. As p increases from this minimum

threshold value both 9—conditions hold and consequently

R(p) starts from zero and increases accordingly.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We obtained the results for

the bulk plasmon production rate R(p) for Al with and

without exchange correction by carrying out the numerical

calculations of eqn.(36). In an attempt to compare with

the experimental data consistantly we included the

approximate escape factor in the calculation.

For the numerical k-integration

the upper limit was taken to be k = 0.738 which is the
c

RPA value for the critical plasmon momentum vector for
Al. The lower limit of integration k , , for each value

mxn *

value of electron momentum p, was extracted from the

9-conditions imposed in eqn.(36). The calculations were

made for each pf steps of 0.02 starting from the minimum

threshold value. Without the escape factor the threshold

value for p, from which R(p) starts from zero, was
- w(k)+k2)

extracted from the 9-condition 9(p- ) in eqn.(36),
w(k +k2) 2^

namely p . = ° — — . In this case we obtained
m m 2 k

__ c
p . =1.73 for Al which is equivalent to the electron
nin

threshold energy of 2 3 eV measured from the fermi level.

This threshold value is same for R(p) with and without

exchange correction. However with the escape factor this

threshold value has shifted to f> = I.76 which is

equivalent to the energy of 2 4eV. This new threshold

-37-

energy was extracted from the two 9-conditions imposed

in eqn.(36), namely from the intersection of the curves

w ( k ) + k * and J l+w(k)+* as shown in Fig.(8).
2k

For the comparison with the

experimental results we have plotted our calculated

values as the function of electron kinetic energy E

measured from the fermi level- i.e, R(E) , rather than

R(p) which is the function of electron momentum.

In Fig.(9), the calculated results

of R(E) without exchange is shown by the curve (a), R(E)

with exchange correction is shown by the curve (b) and

finally R(E) with exchange and the escape factor is

shown by the curve (c).The nature of these curves

confirms the general trend of the bulk plasmon creation

rate that it increases rapidly from the onset threshold

energy value up to lOOeV electron kinetic energy and

then levels off slowly afterwards for Al, which is also

observed by the experiment (fig.(3)). By comparing the

curves (a) and (b) it is observed that the exchange

effect is not very large and becomes less important at

high electron energies. However, as expected, the rate

R(E) curve at low electron energy values and especially

near the electron threshold energy is somehow affected

by the exchange correction. This effect is indicated by

the appearance of a small tail near the threshold energy

before R(E) curve turns up sharply. It is also obsreved
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Fig.9s The calculated results of R(E) from the present work

(a) without exchange correction, (b) with exchange

correction and (c) with exchange and escape factor.
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Fig.10: The comparison of the present results with the previous

calculations of Kleinman.(a) The present results of

R(p) without exchange and R(p) calculated by Kleinman,

(b) the present results R(p) with exchange correction

(c). R(p) for single particle excitation due to

Kleinman and (d) the present results R(p) with exchange

and escape factor.
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that the escape factor reduces the absolute values of

R(E) as well as the slope of the curve. The appearence

of the small tail near the threshold energy becomes more

pronounced with the escape factor. If we neglect this tail

and extrapolate the R(E) curve we would get an apparent

threshold or onset energy value of about 2 8eV.

la Fig.(10) we have made the

comparison of our results with the previous calculations

of Kleinman1- ' m Here we find a very good agreement with

our R(p) without exchange and the escape factor. This

agreement is to be expected since, without exchange and

the escape factor, the rate R(p) is just the inverse of

electron life time which'Kleinmatt,has calculated. The

threshold energy for both curves is 23eV(p=1.73) and
(1Z)

also for the calculations of Tung and Ritchie . Their

calculations are concerned with the energy loss only, do

not have an escape factor, nor was electron exchange

included. We observe two differences from this comparison.

The first difference is that the exchange correction

together with the escape factor has changed the shape

and slope of R(p) curve at low electron energy region

and especially near the threshold energy. The second

difference is that the threshold energy has shifted to

the high energy value in such a way that by extrapolation

one would obtain an apparent threshold energy of about

2 8eV which is to be compared with the experiment.

-lH-

Since our main object is to explain

the experimental trends of the bulk piasmon loss intensity

with the electron kinetic energy and hence it would be

worthwhile to make a direct comparison of our calculated

R(E) with the experimental normalized bulk loss intensity

l(E) measured by Johansson and Lindau . These two

quantities, of course, are not exactly the same but they

should be proportional to one another. We have rescaled the

calculated and experimental curves to coincide at 300 eV

electron energy and replotted together in Fig.(ll). Here

we observe that the shape of R(E) , with exchange and the

escape factor, is more like that of the experimental l(E) .

However the experimental l(E) falls before and faster than

our calculated R(E) does at the low electron energy region,

indicating the fact that present theory with exchange

correction is not sufficient to explain the experimental

behaviour of plasmon loss intensity at low electron

energy region.

In order to make more consistant

and exact manner, as has been done in Fig.(3), we again

calculated the normalized bulk loss intensity l(E) from

our piasmon production rate R(E) by using the relation

predicted by Mahan's extrinsic model, namely

I(E) - ( 1 + 1/L )
-1

-1(2-
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We extracted 1, the electron mean free path for piasmon

creation from our calculated R(E) with exchange correction.

For the values of L, the total mean free path for single

particle excitations, we extracted them from Kleinmen's

earliest calculations which are reproduced in Fig.(lO).

The calculated I(E) and experimental I(E) curves are

again compared in Fig,(12). Here also one observes that

the experimental curve again falls before and faster than

our calculated curve at the low electron energy region

with a result that the experimental electron threshold

energy is still higher than our calculation has predicted.

As compared to the previous calculations, Fig.(12)

suggests that the shape of the present l(E) curve with

exchange correction and the escape factor becomes more

like that of the experimental I(E) curve.However the

apparent shift of the threshold energy predicted by the

present calculation is still smaller than the experiment

and does not at all settle the existing discrepancy.

We are led to the conclusion that

while exchange effects indeed must exist close to the

electron threshold energy, they are far too small to bring

the calculated l(E) into agreement with the experimental

l(E) at the low electron energy region. The electron

exchange effect, assuming that the energy loss processes

due to the plasinon excitations are all extrinsic in origin,

cannot be taken as the main mechanism which is reponsible

for the delayed onset for the bulk plasmon loss intensity

at the low electron energy region.

-1.5.

Among the effects that have been left out,

we mention here the probable breakdown of the Born

approximation at low electron energies and also intrinsic -

extrinsic interference effects. Present indications are

that the latter probably may have played an essential role

in the experimental behaviour of the bulk plasmon loss

intensity at the low electron energy region ' .
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4 . A P P E N D I X

A. CALCULATION OP
w(k)

We start with the response

function jC (k,w) which is given by Lindhard function.

mp

21T

1+H

1-H

(Al)

where H = ̂ =e- - T ~ > k ~ k/p ant^ " ~ W / E _ , where

p and p are fertni momentum and energy respectively.

Differentiating (Al) with respect to w one obtains,

o

Jw w{k)
H (k,w(k))ln

1+H

1-H

1+H

J— B{k,w)
E
 F

(A2)

B. CALCULATION OF A(p,k,w)

Prom eqn.(32) we have the term

A(p,k,w) =
i ZE-j2V(k)-V(p-p+k) 2V(k)-V(p+p) 1

n p' [w-E(p+k) + E(p') w +E(p+k)-E(p)J

—i 1 \
w-ECp^-k)+E(^) w +E(pVk)-E(^)^

V(p+p)

w +E(pt-k)-E(p)

V(p'-p+k)

(Bl)

The f i r s t term i n (Bl ) , which i s

just v(k) X. (k.w) , will be denoted by A°(k,w) ,
o - -

8 -c2
3_ P
8

1 -

2k

H(k,w)2)ln

H (k,w)2)ln

1+ H

1- H

1- H,

(BZ)
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The second and third terms, which

arise due to exchange correction, will be denoted by
A '<p,k,v) and A '(p,k,w) respectively. Let us
consider the term A (p,k,w) at first.

w + E{p>k) - E(g

4Tte2 \~~ 1

w + 2p'.k/2m + k2/2m

4We2 PF | 3-< 1dp.
PpE (2TJ)3J |p+p|2 w+2p<k-

1 21T

J
- X

li2+P?+2?p'co-(p,p')

<B3)

By w and p* ve mean w/E and p/p respectively. In

eqn. (B3), M-= cos{p',k) the direction cosine between

p' and k , ft- = cos(p,k) the direction cosine bet-ween

p and k, and <£' is the azimuthol angle of p'. In terms

of M- and k- , cos(p,p) can be expressed as,

-1*9-

oS(p,p) = f-f*-' + (B4)

The ^ -integration in (B3) is

2TT

with P = p + p2+ 2p p

We have used the condition I "pfp I \ 0 which assures
(1)that P^2- Thus the final expression For A (p,k,w)

is given by

AU)(p,k,w) = — S _ p2dp' d^'—-i —

(BS)

Now we consider the third term of

eqn.(Bl) following the same approach as to eqn.(BS) and

obtain

-50-



A " (p ,k ,w)
V(p'-p+k)

p ' w - E(p+k) + E(p)

1 1 2TT

^77
n' dn '

w ~ k - 2 p'.k
- 1 0

( p - k ) 2 + p / - 2 "p.p"+2 p'.k

Jl

~2 «-, I 1p'dp ' T r ,2 _ v3 J o J ' ^ ^ - 2

with the notation

(B6)

P = (p-k) + '+ 2pkf> 2pp(f^2pkf>- -

Q ' = 2 p '

Hence onjr gets A(p,k,w) in. the f inal form

A(0)(iT iw) h A U ) ( ? > , A(2)(p3k,w)

The remaining two dimentional integrations in A

were carried out numerically.

-51 -

( 1 , 2 )

C. FINAL EXPRESSION FOR R(p)

R e c a l l i n g e q n . ( 3 5 ) .

, . 27T
R(P) - ^

5"(w-w(k))

k < k
r 3 « w(k)

9( p - J 2m(E

(2TT)V
| 2

w

Pf-Pflj

(k)

9(p - J l +w(k) (C l )

-*• **• «— —2

where w = E(p)-E(p-k) = 2pkM. - k , and /*• = cos(p,k)

the d i r e c t i o n cosine between p and k.

(Cl)

R(p) =

Making use of eqn.(A^) we wr i te

S(2pku. - k -w(k) _
dM- ! A(p,k,w(k)

' B(k,5(k)) '

(C2)
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After the U—integration we haver REFERENCES

R(p) = 2TTE ) k dk
F P B(k,w(k))

w(k)+k2

(C3) or (36)

w(k)+k2

where and 9(p - Jl +w(k)+S>)
2 p k

arises from the delta function in (C2) after the

t* -integration.
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